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This example - 12~~Z 19 February 1986 - was chosen to show that isentropic charts 
can initially be misleading if not carefully interpreted. It is in situations 
such as the 19th of February that one rea 1 i zes that the isentropic chart is a 
supplemental tool which must be integrated into the whole analysis and forecast 
routine. It is best at calling our attention to the thermal contributions of the 
vertical motion field that are often overlooked. This particular isentropic 
chart caused considerable discussion in the forecast Seminar class on the 19th. 

Example - 12~~Z 19 February 1986 

The synoptic situation over the western U.S. on the 19th was complex from a 
frontal analysis viewpoint. See Figure l. It took considerable comparison of 
raobs to finally establish the frontal positions given in Figure l. Originally 
we had a front extending from central Idaho to near Medford, but dropped it due 
to weak upper air and thickness support. 

The isentropic chart for 12~0Z/19th was constructed for 8 =3~~ degrees. See 
Figure 2. The -20 70~-mb and -27° 5~~-mb isotherms were used to construct the 
70~- and 50~-mb isobars. (See Table 1 in Part I). Note that the isobaric pattern 
igrees well with the fronts depicted. When the streamlines were added, downward 
motion was initially implied over much of California and Nevada, neutral motion over 
Utah and most of Montana and upwards motion over Wyoming and southeastern portions 
of Idaho and Montana. These implications change drastically when the motion of 
the 8 surface is taken into account by using the 1~0~-50~-mb thickness analysis 
and 12-hour prognosis (see Figure 3). The 70~-mb isobar coincides rather well 
with the "552" thickness line. The 50~-mb isobar is closely related to the "528" 
thickness line. Over the next 12 hours small thickness changes are forecast to 
take place in the Pacific northwest and western Montana. This indicates little 
movement of the e surface in these areas. However, the 1 arge thickness changes 
over southern Idaho, Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado indicate that the 8 
surface is moving rapidly southward. Thus, the initially implied downward motion 
in Nevada is in actuality weak upward ~otion that is getting stronger with time. 
The raobs for Nevada, Utah, and southern Idaho show the air to be moist and 
unstable and colloidially unstable (i.e., middle cloud temperatures in a range 
~12oto -170 C) where ice crystals grow rapidly due to rather large vapor-pressure 
differences over ice and supercooled liquid water). These instabilities suggest 
that very little upward motion is needed to cause precipitation. 

The 700-mb thermal advection pattern, Figure 4, (i.e., the Laplacian of the cold 
advection) is weak over Nevada with a slight increase in magnitude in northern 
Nevadq. ~ southern Idaho, and western Utah. This implies a weak downward motion 
contribution to the vertical::::motion-ffeld in these. areas, and the LfM 5~~-mn 
vorticity chart, Figure 5a, indicates PVA over northern portions of California, 
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extreme western Nevada, and eastern· Idaho and Wyoming. This PVA does not appear 
to be strong enqugh in Nevada to overcome the n~ga~i~e thermal ·advection component 
to give the upward motion indicated by our interpretation of the isentropic chart 
and the existing weather. On closer examination of the vorticity advection 
pattern, we founq that the corresponding 12-hour LFM prognosis valid at 12Z 19 
February (Figure 5b) showed a much stronger PVA pattern over most of Nevada. 

1: This led to a reanaly.sis of the 12~~Z 5QO.,mb data which put a ,trough over Nevada 
that would support a vorticity advection pattern similar to t,hat of the 12-hour 
prognosis (see Figure 5c). 

Realizing that the vertical motior:J implied by the isentropic chart js essentially 
.the sum of the vorticity and therm.al,advectibn contributions, the PVA contribution 
was considered dominant". The LFM PVA was forecast to decrease after 12 hours 
(~~Z to 12Z/20th) over Nevada and Utah (Figures 5d, 5e) suggesting a decrease in 
vertical motion for t~ese areas. However, the changes expected in vertical 
motion using the projetted ch~nges in the iieriiropic chart indicated that there 
would still be upward motion in Nevada, .Utah, and Wyoming and downward motion 
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over the ·Pacific, northwest and Montana. This means that the thermal advection 
pa(tern o.pposing upward motion" was expected to. decrease.· So, in spit~ of the 
forecast decrease in PVA, continued upward motion and precipitatlon snould be 
forecast for Nevada and in Utah after ~~Z/20th. Precip.itation did occur over 
most of Utah on the 20th, and the 7~~-mb chart for 12Z/20fh, Figure 6,· snows the 
decided decrease in the Laplacian of the cold-air advection th~~ took place. 

. . ,, 1 • ·~ ., 

When the LFM precipitation forecast for 12~~Z/20th, Figure 1, was first n'eferred 
to in the weather discussion, it was considered by most to be a gross overfb\recast. 
This was based on the fact that the PVA was nil and a ~eak ridge w·as fore~ast to 
be along the Utah/Nevada border by 12Z/20th (Figure 5e) •. However, after.'taking 
into account the change expected in ·the therma 1 advection pattern t'o ·decrease 
opposition tO upward motion, (impliedby isentropic chart), Considerable confidence 
was pl ace.d in the LFM precipitation forecasL 
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Summary 

The isentropic. c,hart h~~ been fou'nd to be a usefu1 .diagnostic and short-range 
prognostic tool in the 1980s. Its maincontrfbu,ti?n is

1
in calling the. forec~ster's 

attention to the thermal contribution of the existing field of vertical ~otion as 
well as, the vorticity. advection contribution, plus how' these contribut'lons are 
1 i kely to change with time. Armed with this information, th.e 'forecaster ca~::exami ne 
the often overlooked thermal field more carefully. and thus have a more sysOtematic 
way of evaluating and weighing the NWP guidan<:e avclilable before it i.s usi(d. 
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-FIGURE 2. Isentropic Analysis 
e = 3QQO-J2Z 19 Feb 86 
Hatched 1 ine is leading edge of 
illlplie<l <~ownwa-re --.ioo ~ 
e-surface stationary. 
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·~~ FIGURE 5d~ 12-Hour 500-mb Vorticity 
• _Prognosis V.T. OOZ 20 Feb 86. 
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